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Abstract. In this work, a new commercially available, laserbased, and ultra-portable formaldehyde (HCHO) gas sensor
is characterized, and its usefulness for monitoring HCHO
mixing ratios in both indoor and outdoor environments is assessed. Stepped calibrations and intercomparison with wellestablished laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) instrumentation
allow a performance evaluation of the absorption-based,
mid-infrared HCHO sensor from Aeris Technologies, Inc.
The Aeris sensor displays linear behavior (R 2 > 0.940) when
compared with LIF instruments from Harvard and NASA
Goddard. A nonlinear least-squares fitting algorithm developed independently of the sensor’s manufacturer to fit the
sensor’s raw absorption data during post-processing further
improves instrument performance. The 3σ limit of detection (LOD) for 2, 15, and 60 min integration times are 2190,
690, and 420 pptv HCHO, respectively, for mixing ratios reported in real time, though the LOD improves to 1800, 570,
and 300 pptv HCHO, respectively, during post-processing.
Moreover, the accuracy of the sensor was found to be
± (10 % + 0.3) ppbv when compared against LIF instrumentation sampling ambient air. The aforementioned precision
and level of accuracy are sufficient for most HCHO levels
measured in indoor and outdoor environments. While the
compact Aeris sensor is currently not a replacement for the
most sensitive research-grade instrumentation available, its
usefulness for monitoring HCHO is clearly demonstrated.

1

Introduction

Understanding the production and lifetime of molecules
formed from oxidation chemistry is essential to our understanding of atmospheric chemistry as a whole. Formaldehyde
(HCHO) is one of the most ubiquitous tracers of volatile organic compound (VOC) oxidation chemistry since it is generally formed when VOCs are oxidized by compounds such
as OH, O3 , and NO3 (Seinfeld and Pandis, 2016). The measurement of HCHO in situ and via satellite is thus extensively used by models to constrain VOC emissions from both
biogenic and anthropogenic sources worldwide and to test
our understanding of VOC oxidation chemistry (Choi et al.,
2010; Chan Miller et al., 2017; Zhu et al., 2017b).
While atmospheric HCHO is primarily produced from the
oxidation of VOCs (such as isoprene and CH4 ), it is also
produced via fuel combustion and biomass burning (Anderson et al., 1996; Holzinger et al., 1999). In the indoor environment, HCHO is released from building materials and
cleaning products (Nazaroff and Weschler, 2004), and normal HCHO mixing ratios are generally higher indoors (ranging from 5 to 40 ppbv) than those measured outdoors (ranging from 0.5 to 15 ppbv with rural areas being on the lower
end of the range and urban areas on the higher end) (Salthammer, 2013). Given that individuals generally spend ∼ 90 % of
their time indoors (Klepeis et al., 2001) and that the United
States Environmental Protection Agency (U.S. EPA) classifies HCHO as a hazardous air pollutant and probable human carcinogen (Baucus, 1990; U.S. Environmental Protec-
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tion Agency, 2018), the measurement of HCHO indoors is
just as essential as its measurement outdoors. Recently, it
has been estimated that 6600–12 500 people in the US will
develop cancer over their lifetime due to outdoor HCHO exposure (Zhu et al., 2017a), which implies that the number
from indoor exposure should be substantially higher. The
current recommended exposure limit by the National Institute for Occupational Health and Safety (NIOSH) is a timeweighted average of 16 ppbv HCHO for a 10 h workday during a 40 h workweek (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2007).
Numerous chemical, spectrometric, and spectroscopic
methods have been developed and utilized for the accurate
and precise in situ measurement of gas-phase HCHO. Table 1 summarizes several research-grade HCHO instruments
developed over the past few decades listing their accuracies
as well as limits of detection (3σ ) and corresponding integration times. All methods can achieve sub-parts-per-billionby-volume detection limits within their specified integration
times and accuracies better than or equal to 15 %. Of all the
methods, the measurement of HCHO by laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) achieves the best detection limit with the
shortest integration time. Additionally, chemical derivatization is currently employed as a standard by the U.S. EPA: The
current methodology (TO–11A; second edition) for determining HCHO mixing ratios instructs users to sample ambient air with pre-coated DNPH (2,4-dinitrophenylhydrazine)
cartridges and then ship these cartridges to a laboratory
for analysis of the formaldehyde–DNPH derivative by highperformance liquid chromatography (HPLC) (Winberry et
al., 1999).
Even though these research-grade methods produce highquality scientific data, they also require large investments of
money, power, and operator time. Mass spectrometric methods have high power requirements, are large, are sensitive to
humidity effects for the measurement of HCHO, and have
possible cross-sensitivities (for any fragment with the same
mass-to-charge ratio as ionized HCHO) (Kaiser et al., 2014;
Vlasenko et al., 2010). Chemical methods suffer from reproducibility problems at ambient mixing ratios, are labor
and time intensive, and require the use of acidic or hazardous reagents. Current laser-based instruments using methods such as LIF, TDLAS, QCLS, and DOAS have sufficient
specifications but need knowledgeable operators and are not
particularly suitable for widespread adoption in sensor networks. For applications that require a large number of instruments (such as monitoring networks), or the ability to easily
and cheaply move instrumentation around from location to
location (such as for studying indoor air chemistry), a smaller
and easier-to-operate HCHO sensor that still compares well
against research-grade instrumentation with respect to accuracy is preferable.
Toward this purpose, we characterize a new mid-IR laserbased HCHO sensor (Pico series) from Aeris Technologies to
quantify its performance against some of the best available
Atmos. Meas. Tech., 12, 6079–6089, 2019

Figure 1. Internal view of the mid-IR, absorption-based HCHO sensor from Aeris Technologies. The sensor fits inside a Pelican case
that provides for easy transport and mobility.

research-grade instrumentation (i.e., LIF). Through laboratory experiments, the sensor’s Allan–Werle deviation curves
are calculated to determine the optimal averaging time for
HCHO measurements and to assess the sensor’s true 3σ limit
of detection. The sensor is subsequently compared against
LIF instrumentation from NASA and Harvard as a proxy
for the sensor’s accuracy. Finally, sensor measurements from
both outdoor and indoor environments are shown to display
the sensor’s usefulness for monitoring HCHO.

2

Instrument description

The sensor as supplied has external dimensions of 30 cm ×
20 cm×10 cm (11.5 in.×8 in.×3.75 in.) and a weight of 3 kg
(including batteries). A proprietary folded Herriott detection
cell (Paul, 2019) inside the instrument has a 1300 cm path
length, a volume of 60 cm3 , and dimensions of 11.4 cm ×
7.6 cm × 3.8 cm (4.5 in. × 3 in. × 1.5 in.) (Fig. 1 with a simple schematic in Fig. S1 in the Supplement). The pumping
speed is 750 standard cubic centimeters per minute (sccm)
to maintain a constant pressure of 250 mbar and a residence
time of 5 s inside the detection cell. The 6 h battery life, onboard GPS, and 15 W power consumption make the sensor
highly portable and thus particularly useful for mobile and
field measurements. The sensor is networkable and easy to
operate, and HCHO mixing ratios can be monitored via remote desktop over the sensor’s Wi-Fi network.
Using a proprietary fast-fitting routine that has been
optimized to report HCHO and H2 O mixing ratios in
real time (subsequently referred to as the Aeris Realtime (ART) fit), the sensor fits a rovibrational line of
HCHO at 2831.6413 cm−1 (with a corresponding line intenwww.atmos-meas-tech.net/12/6079/2019/
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Table 1. Overview of selected in situ HCHO measurement techniques.

Spectroscopy/spectrometry

Chemical

Method

3σ limit of
detection (pptv)

Integration
time (s)

Accuracy
(%)

75–120

60–120

5–8

Kaiser et al. (2014),
Wisthaler et al. (2008)

60

3600

15

Wisthaler et al. (2008)

Proton-transfer-reaction
mass spectrometry (PTR-MS)

300

2

10

Wisthaler et al. (2008)

Tunable diode laser absorption
spectroscopy (TDLAS)b

180

1

6

Fried et al. (1999),
Weibring et al. (2007)

96

1

–

McManus et al. (2010)

Differential optical absorption
spectroscopy (DOAS)b

600

100

6

Wisthaler et al. (2008)

Broadband cavity-enhanced
absorption spectroscopy (BBCEAS)b

450

60

6.5

Washenfelder et al. (2016)

30

1

10

Cazorla et al. (2015), St. Clair et al. (2017),
DiGangi et al. (2011), Hottle et al. (2009)

Fluorimetrya
(enzymatic and Hantzsch)
DNPH-HPLC

Quantum cascade laser
spectroscopy (QCLS)b

Laser-induced fluorescence (LIF)

Reference

a Specified values are for Hantzsch. b The path lengths of the astigmatic Herriott cell in the TDLAS and QCLS instruments are 100 and 200 m, respectively. The DOAS instrument
has a light path of 960 m, and the BBCEAS instrument has an effective path length of 1430 m.

sity of 5.839×10−20 cm−1 / (molecule · cm−2 )) that matches
the transition chosen for the TDLAS system in Fried et
al. (1999). A search of the nearby spectral region using HITRAN (an acronym for the high-resolution transmission molecular absorption database) shows this region
to be free of strong spectral interferences from other
molecular absorbers that would completely prevent the
HCHO line from being fit under normal operating conditions (Gordon et al., 2017; Rothman et al., 2013). Additionally, ART fit uses a nearby rovibrational line of an
isotopologue of water (HDO) located at 2831.8413 cm−1
(3.014 × 10−24 cm−1 / (molecule · cm−2 )) as a spectral reference to find and fit the previously mentioned HCHO spectral feature. The HCHO line is reliably found when the
mixing ratio of H2 O is above 2000 ppmv (corresponding
to relative humidities of 6 %, 12 %, and 33 % at temperatures of 25, 15, and 0 ◦ C, respectively). The HDO reference
line, strongest HCHO spectral feature, and fringes caused
by etalons in the optical train are observed in the baselinesubtracted signal depicted in Fig. 2.
The raw signal shown in the inset of Fig. 2 is reported at
a rate of 1 Hz, and the Beer–Lambert law is used to calculate
rudimentary mixing ratios of HCHO and H2 O after baseline
subtraction. The sensor also employs a two-inlet design and
three-way valve system that allows for the measurement and
subtraction of a zero during data collection. Using default
settings, the three-way valve cycles between the two external
inlets every 30 s. Thus, for 15 s, air flow is directed through
the sample inlet, which allows air to directly flow into the
www.atmos-meas-tech.net/12/6079/2019/

Figure 2. When the H2 O mixing ratio is above 2000 ppmv, the
HDO line at 2831.8413 cm−1 rises above the fringing caused by
etalons in the detection cell so that the position of the HCHO line
at 2831.6413 cm−1 can be reliably located and the spectral line
fit. The fit depicted corresponds to a HCHO mixing ratio around
800 ppbv. The inset shows the 1 Hz raw data from the sensor before
baseline subtraction. The yellow shaded region corresponds to the
wavelength range being fit.
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detection cell after passing through a particle filter. For the
other 15 s, the air flow is directed into the zero inlet containing an inline DNPH cartridge (LpDNPH S10L cartridge,
Sigma-Aldrich) that filters out all aldehydes, including more
than 99 % HCHO, from the air flow before it passes through
the particle filter and detection cell. Since a zero is effectively
calculated every other 15 s with default settings, the inlet and
valve setup employed by the sensor helps to minimize the
effects of thermal drift and other background effects (such
as outgassing) on the reported HCHO mixing ratio. For instance, since the period of the fringes caused by the etalons
in the optical train has a linewidth comparable to the spectral
lines being fit, the regular zeroing helps to subtract out the
fringes.
The true mixing ratio of HCHO in the sample air over a
complete cycle of air flowing through the sample and zero
inlets is then defined as the average of the rudimentary 1 Hz
HCHO mixing ratios through the sample inlet minus the average of the rudimentary 1 Hz HCHO mixing ratios through
the zero inlet for the time period immediately preceding and
following the sample inlet:
[HCHO] = 1 Hz sample inlet HCHO−
1 Hz zero inlet HCHOpreceding + 1 Hz zero inlet HCHOfollowing
2

!

. (1)

For the purpose of eliminating any hysteresis effects from
the inlet previously being sampled, the first 7 s of data are
ignored for each 15 s inlet sampling period. With this definition, the shortest integration time possible using default settings is 30 s. Equation (1) is subsequently used for all HCHO
mixing ratios reported by the Aeris sensor.
In this paper, the particle filter was a PTFE filter membrane from Savillex (13 mm ø, 1–2 µm pore size). A spectral interference from newly opened DNPH cartridges was
also observed, but this disappears after 2–4 h of continuous
sampling. Moreover, the cartridges last anywhere from a few
days to a week of continuous use depending on sampling
conditions and levels of HCHO encountered.

HAPP fit includes optional formulations supporting nonlinear tuning rates typical of laser photodiodes, standard fits for
fixed-path-length absorption cells, and a variety of options
for fitting the baseline power curve and etalons of the Aeris
sensor. Spectral parameters (such as the line position or the
Doppler and Lorentz widths for each transition) are dynamically fixed or floated depending on a specified threshold, and
spectral lines of the same molecular species are grouped together to better constrain the final fit. All spectral line information can be easily sourced from the HITRAN database.
While HAPP fit itself is written in C++, the program is supported by a suite of MATLAB scripts to assist in setting up
the necessary configuration files from the Aeris raw data and
to process the output of HAPP fit into finalized HCHO mixing ratios.
Using HAPP fit, several additional HITRAN lines were
fit in addition to the spectral lines used by the ART fit.
While a full list of fitted spectral lines is provided in Table S1, we notably fit the CH4 line at 2831.9199 cm−1
(1.622 × 10−21 cm−1 / (molecule · cm−2 )). When the absolute water content of the sampled air becomes too low (i.e.,
when H2 O < 2000 ppmv – such as during a dry and cold winter), using the previously mentioned HDO line to lock onto
the HCHO line becomes impractical. In this case, we found
that a small flow (< 1 sccm) of ultrapure CH4 (chemically
pure 99.5 % methane; Airgas) can be added to the inlet line,
and the CH4 line at 2831.9199 cm−1 can then be used as a
spectral reference to find and fit HCHO at 2831.6413 cm−1 .
The instrument is considered to run in “CH4 mode” only
when methane is explicitly added to the gas stream; otherwise, the instrument normally uses the water already present
in air to run in “HDO mode”. CH4 mode is currently only
available in HAPP fit, though a user-controlled software
switch between the two modes might be added in a future
update of the Aeris sensor.

4
4.1

3

Data processing: Harvard Aeris Post-Processing
(HAPP) fit

While ART fit is compatible with the sensor’s limited onboard computing resources to calculate HCHO mixing ratios
in real time, the sensor also offers the option of outputting
its raw 1 Hz spectral data. These raw data were used as input
into a repurposed and modified nonlinear least-squares fitting program originally developed for the Harvard integrated
cavity output spectroscopy (ICOS) instrument (Sayres et al.,
2009) in order to extend the fitting capabilities of the sensor, improve the sensor’s performance in very dry conditions,
and also have an open-source alternative to ART fit. Based on
the Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm to fit absorption spectra,
Atmos. Meas. Tech., 12, 6079–6089, 2019

Sensor characterization
Precision: Allan–Werle deviation and limit of
detection (LOD)

The precision of the sensor was calculated for various integration times when running the Aeris sensor in both HDO
and CH4 modes. For HDO mode, a multi-hour zero (20 h)
was performed using a tank of ultra-zero air (Airgas). Before the ultra-zero air entered the sensor, the air first passed
through a bubbler containing distilled water so that nearly
11 000 ppmv H2 O was added to the gas flow. When zeroing
the sensor in CH4 mode for a period of 22 h, a small flow
(< 1 sccm) of CH4 was added to the ultra-zero air. No water
was added in CH4 mode.
Figure 3 shows the Allan–Werle deviation curves for the
Aeris sensor in both HDO and CH4 modes. In HDO mode,
HAPP fit outperforms ART fit by 16 % ± 9 % at all integrawww.atmos-meas-tech.net/12/6079/2019/
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Figure 3. Allan–Werle deviation curve HCHO measurements by
the Aeris sensor with different fitting modes. In HDO mode, ART
and HAPP fits are shown as well as their mean. In CH4 mode, the
HAPP fit is shown. The average of the ART and HAPP fits in HDO
mode produces the lowest 1σ standard deviation with a minimum
of 100 pptv for a 1 h integration time. Table S2 lists 1σ standard
deviations at selected integration times and Fig. S2 shows the raw
time series data used to derive the Allan–Werle deviation curves.

tion times achieving 1σ standard deviations of 800, 190, and
100 pptv at a 1, 15, and 60 min integration times, respectively, compared to 1000, 230, and 140 pptv at 1, 15, and
60 min, respectively, for the ART fit. This is unsurprising
given that the least-squares algorithm in the HAPP fit uses
more spectral lines than the ART fit, which uses approximations to display the HCHO mixing ratio in real time. Additionally, the average of the ART and HAPP HDO fits produces a generally higher precision than either fit individually
(700, 660, 180, and 100 pptv at 0.5, 1, 15, and 60 min integration times, respectively). This result has borne out in repeated
testing. The difference in precision between the HAPP fit and
the average of the HDO fits becomes smaller at longer integration times since sensor drift dominates at longer integration times as the true noise averages itself out. Thus, using the
average of the two HDO fits, the detection limit of the sensor
(3σ ) is 540 and 300 pptv at 15 and 60 min, respectively. At
essentially all integration times, the precision of the HAPP
fit in CH4 mode is lower than the ART HDO fit by a factor
of 1.2 ± 0.3, though it must be emphasized that CH4 mode is
the only working mode available during very dry conditions.
4.2

Accuracy: LIF intercomparison

To ascertain the linearity and accuracy of the Aeris sensor in
both HDO and CH4 modes over HCHO mixing ratios commonly measured in outdoor and indoor locations, the Aeris
www.atmos-meas-tech.net/12/6079/2019/
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sensor was compared against several LIF HCHO instruments
from both Harvard and NASA. Section 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 show
how the Aeris sensor compares with LIF instrumentation in
the laboratory (i.e., using HCHO gas standards diluted with
ultra-zero air to perform stepped calibrations); conversely,
Sect. 4.2.3 shows how the Aeris sensor compares against LIF
instrumentation from Harvard when sampling ambient outdoor air over a period of several days.
The measurement of HCHO by LIF was first applied to in
situ atmospheric measurements by Hottle et al. (2009) using
a tunable, Ti:sapphire laser. Subsequent work by DiGangi et
al. (2011) and Cazorla et al. (2015) replaced the Ti:sapphire
laser with a narrow-bandwidth fiber laser. In brief, a fiber
laser around 353 nm excites a rotational transition in the
410 A1 A2 ← X1 A1 vibronic band of HCHO, and a photomultiplier tube (PMT) with a long-pass filter measures the resulting fluorescence at wavelengths longer than 370 nm. The
mixing ratio of HCHO is proportional to the laser powernormalized PMT counts. This proportionality constant is determined from a known HCHO standard such as a permeation
tube or, more recently, a HCHO gas cylinder (Cazorla et al.,
2015).
4.2.1

Stepped calibration with NASA CAFE and ISAF
(HDO mode)

During a HCHO multi-hour intercomparison performed at
NASA Goddard in November 2017, the Aeris sensor was
operated in HDO mode in the laboratory and compared
against two NASA LIF instruments: NASA ISAF (In Situ
Airborne Formaldehyde; Cazorla et al., 2015) and NASA
CAFE (Compact Airborne Formaldehyde Experiment; operating principle described in St. Clair et al., 2017, 2019).
Prior to the intercomparison, all instruments were calibrated
using HCHO gas cylinder standards that had been verified by
Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy. In brief, the
HCHO standard is verified by flowing it through an FTIR cell
for several hours to allow the signal to equilibrate, and the resulting HCHO mixing ratio is scaled by a factor of 0.957 in
order to tie the calibration to UV cross sections by Meller and
Moortgat (2000) (Cazorla et al., 2015). During the intercomparison, a HCHO gas cylinder (∼ 500 ppbv HCHO balance
N2 ; Air Liquide) was diluted by an ultra-zero-air gas cylinder to levels between 0 and 25 ppbv HCHO and flowed into
a common sampling manifold. To the inlet line going to the
Aeris sensor, an additional flow of 158 sccm of humidified
ultra-zero air was added to the total flow of 750 sccm so that
the HDO line could be used as a reference. All reported values below from the Aeris sensor have already been corrected
for this additional dilution factor.
The ART and HAPP fits were compared for the entirety of
the intercomparison. Their relationship is shown (with 95 %
confidence intervals computed) in Eq. (2):

Atmos. Meas. Tech., 12, 6079–6089, 2019
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Figure 4. Correlation plots between the HAPP HDO fit and two NASA LIF instruments: (a) NASA ISAF (R 2 = 0.979) and (b) NASA CAFE
(R 2 = 0.976). A time series plot for the stepped intercomparison performed at NASA Goddard is located in the Supplement (Fig. S4).

[HAPP HDO fit] = (0.98 ± 0.01) · [ART HDO fit]
− (0.15 ± 0.14).

(2)

In general, the HAPP HDO fit computes mixing ratios that
are 2 % lower than those calculated by the ART fit (R 2 =
0.941) along with a negative offset of 150 pptv. A correlation
plot between the two HDO fits is shown in Fig. S3.
Figure 4 shows correlation plots of the HAPP HDO fit
versus the NASA ISAF and CAFE instruments, and Fig. S4
shows the time series of these same data with an integration
time of 30 s, which is the lowest possible integration time for
the Aeris sensor at its default settings. With this integration
time, the 1σ standard deviation (using the zero-air segment)
of the Aeris sensor was 1000 pptv while those of NASA
ISAF and CAFE were 3 and 40 pptv, respectively. Using a bivariate linear regression fit formulated by York et al. (2004),
Table 2 shows the relationships between the Aeris sensor and
NASA LIF instruments. In both comparisons, the Aeris instrument calculates mixing ratios that are ∼ 2 % higher than
the mixing ratios reported by NASA ISAF or CAFE. The
Aeris sensor also displays a slight positive offset of 180 to
210 pptv when compared against the NASA instrumentation.
4.2.2

Stepped calibration with Harvard FILIF (CH4
mode)

The Aeris sensor was also operated in CH4 mode in the laboratory and compared against the Harvard FILIF (fiber-laserinduced fluorescence) HCHO instrument described previously (DiGangi et al., 2011; Hottle et al., 2009) but with
several modifications which will be briefly outlined. First,
the 32-pass White-type multi-pass detection cell has been replaced with a more stable and easier-to-align single-pass detection cell as described and used in Cazorla et al. (2015).
The single-pass cell is coated in an ultra-black carbon nanAtmos. Meas. Tech., 12, 6079–6089, 2019

otube coating (Singularity Black; NanoLab, Inc.) that minimizes noise in the photomultiplier tube due to scattered photons from the 353 nm laser (NovaWave Technologies, Inc.,
TFL series). Upgrades to the instrument’s electronics and
software (now running QNX) have also been performed to
increase its reliability as it samples at a default rate of 10 Hz.
This intercomparison utilized a HCHO gas cylinder
(600 ppbv HCHO balance N2 ; Air Liquide) that was diluted with ultra-zero air (Airgas) to levels between 0 and
50 ppbv HCHO and flowed into a common sampling line.
A check of the mixing ratio of HCHO in the calibration tank
by FTIR showed that the scaled FTIR-derived mixing ratio
(524 ± 15 ppbv HCHO) was 13 % less than what was quoted
on the tank, so the scaled FTIR-derived value was used for
this comparison. To the 5000 sccm gas flow from the ultrazero-air tank, < 1 sccm of ultrapure CH4 (chemically pure
99.5 % methane; Airgas) was added so that the Aeris sensor
was running in CH4 mode.
Figure 5 shows the results of the multiday stepped intercomparison between Harvard FILIF and the Aeris sensor.
In the first nonzero HCHO step, both the Aeris sensor and
Harvard FILIF instrument show that the HCHO mixing ratio
took several hours to stabilize at 15.3 ppbv. This is likely due
to the HCHO gas passivating the stainless-steel surfaces of
the gas regulator and MKS Instruments mass flow controller
(500 sccm full scale) even though the latter was coated in a
FluoroPel omniphobic coating (FluoroPel 800; Cytonix). All
other surfaces were PFA plastic. This highlights the need to
perform HCHO calibrations over several hours to allow for
passivation of all surfaces.
At 30 s, the Aeris sensor had a 1σ precision of 1350 pptv
as opposed to 22 pptv for Harvard FILIF during this experiment. The difference does improve at a 1 h integration time
when the 1σ precision for the Aeris becomes 230 pptv and
that of FILIF is 8.5 pptv. Table 2 shows the results of a linear
regression of the HCHO mixing ratios from the Aeris sen-

www.atmos-meas-tech.net/12/6079/2019/
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Figure 5. (a) Time series of the Aeris sensor (HAPP CH4 fit) and Harvard FILIF during a multiday stepped intercomparison. All data are
reported with an integration time of 30 s. (b) Correlation plot between the Aeris sensor (HAPP CH4 fit) and Harvard FILIF (R 2 = 0.980).
Table 2. Regression analyses for Aeris sensor vs. LIF instruments under laboratory conditions calculated with a 95 % confidence interval.
Linear fit ([Aeris] = m · [LIF instrument] + b)
m

b

R2

1.015 ± 0.010
1.017 ± 0.010
1.005 ± 0.004

0.21 ± 0.10
0.18 ± 0.10
−0.15 ± 0.04

0.979
0.976
0.980

Sensor mode
NASA ISAF
NASA CAFE
Harvard FILIF

HDO
HDO
CH4

Bivariate least-squares regressions were calculated according to the method of York et al. (2004). HAPP fits
were used for reporting the HCHO mixing ratio from the Aeris sensor. Laboratory conditions denote
diluting HCHO gas standards using ultra-zero air. Units are in parts per billion by volume.

sor versus those reported by Harvard FILIF. The regression
shows the Aeris sensor reporting the HCHO mixing ratio as
∼ 1 % higher when compared to FILIF with a negative offset
of 150 pptv. These results obtained with a different calibration tank and different LIF instrument are in excellent agreement with the ones obtained during the intercomparison at
NASA Goddard, demonstrating the Aeris sensor’s accuracy
and linearity even at low mixing ratios.
4.2.3

Ambient air intercomparison with Harvard
FILIF (HDO mode)

In order to ascertain the performance of the Aeris sensor
when sampling ambient air, the sensor and Harvard FILIF
were collocated in Cambridge, MA, to sample outdoor air
for several days at the end of June 2018 (both instruments
used the same inlet line). The ART and HAPP fit hourly averages for HCHO in HDO mode are compared against the
mixing ratios from Harvard FILIF in Fig. 6. Though conditions during the measurement period were generally partly
or mostly cloudy with highs reaching 33 ◦ C by the end of the
week, it was punctuated by rain showers that lasted from the
evening of 27 June to the evening of 28 June. During this
time, both ART and HAPP fit HCHO underpredicted FILIF
by ∼ 500 pptv, though this is a sampling error due to water
www.atmos-meas-tech.net/12/6079/2019/

condensing onto the optics of the sensor (as evidenced by
some slight water damage observed on the optical coating
following this experiment). This problem can be alleviated
in the future with an inline water trap and ensuring that the
sensor is not substantially colder than the temperature of the
ambient air.
Considering all hours except for the rain showers (n =
63 h), 87 % of the HAPP fit hourly mixing ratios are within
±0.5 ppbv of FILIF and 100 % are within ±1 ppbv. Similarly, 73 % and 98 % of the ART fit hourly mixing ratios
are within ±0.5 and ±1 ppbv of FILIF, respectively. Table 3
shows the results of a linear regression of ART and HAPP
fit HCHO mixing ratios versus those reported by FILIF. The
regression demonstrates that the ART fit mixing ratios were
∼ 8 % lower than FILIF with a positive offset of 440 pptv.
Conversely, the HAPP fit mixing ratios were ∼ 6 % higher
than FILIF with a negative offset of 160 pptv. With both fits
within ±10 % of FILIF, these results readily demonstrate the
utility of using the Aeris sensor as a monitor for ambient levels of HCHO in the environment.
In determining the sensor’s accuracy, there is a clear difference between how well the Aeris sensor compared to LIF
instrumentation under laboratory conditions (i.e., HCHO gas
standards diluted by ultra-zero air to perform stepped cal-
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Figure 6. (a) Collocated, multiday sampling of ambient air in Cambridge, MA, by Harvard FILIF and the Aeris sensor (HDO mode). Ticks
represent midnight (00:00) on the specified date. All data are reported with an integration time of 60 min. From the evenings of 27 to 28 June,
the area experienced rain showers that caused both the ART and HAPP fits to underestimate the HCHO mixing ratio by ∼ 0.5 ppbv due to
water condensing on the optics. Data from the Aeris sensor were also removed (1) during the early hours of 29 June due to replacement of
the DNPH cartridge and (2) during the afternoon of 30 June due to zeroing of the sensor with ultra-zero air. Correlation plots comparing
Harvard FILIF with (b) ART fit (R 2 = 0.940) and (c) HAPP fit (R 2 = 0.974).

Table 3. Regression analysis for Aeris sensor vs. Harvard FILIF
sampling ambient air calculated with a 95 % confidence interval.
Linear fit([Aeris] = m · [Harvard FILIF] + b)

ART fit
HAPP fit

m

b

R2

0.92 ± 0.03
1.06 ± 0.03

0.44 ± 0.13
−0.16 ± 0.12

0.940
0.974

Bivariate least-squares regressions were calculated according to the method of
York et al. (2004). Units are in parts per billion by volume.

ibrations) (Table 2) and when sampling ambient air (Table 3). From the stepped calibrations performed in Sect. 4.2.1
and 4.2.2., the mean HCHO mixing ratio at each step reported by HAPP fit was generally within ±4 % of the mean
value reported by LIF instrumentation. During the ambiAtmos. Meas. Tech., 12, 6079–6089, 2019

ent air intercomparison with Harvard FILIF, both ART and
HAPP fit showed that they were within −8 % and +6 %, respectively, when compared to LIF. Taking into account the
95 % confidence intervals derived from the York fits in Table 3 and a maximum offset of ∼ 0.3 ppbv during LIF intercomparison under laboratory conditions, an accuracy of
± (10 % + 0.3) ppbv should be quoted for the Aeris sensor.
The factor that affects the accuracy of the Aeris sensor the
most likely stems from any instabilities and movements in
fringes caused by the optical train’s etalons (perhaps from
temperature fluctuations) since any drift can subsequently
impact how well the HCHO line is fit. Other matrix effects
impacting the sensor’s accuracy include particles that happen
to pass through the inline filter and scatter the laser light as
well as minor gas-phase absorbers not listed in the HITRAN
database.
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calculated in real time unlike offline HCHO measurement
methods such as the current EPA standard methodology.
6

Figure 7. (a) Aeris sensor (operating in HAPP fit HDO mode) used
as a HCHO personal exposure monitor for several hours on a single
battery charge around the Harvard campus in Cambridge, MA. All
times EDT. Locations included (A) office space (N = 64 points),
(B) urban park (N = 55 points), (C) cafeteria (N = 62 points), (D)
museum space (N = 75 points), and (E) lab space (N = 82 points).
The data from HAPP fit is displayed with the raw 30 s data (grey)
as well as the average and ±1σ standard deviation of the mean for
each location (red). Data is not shown when the sensor was transported from one location to another. (b) Map data © OpenStreetMap
contributors. Schema from OpenMapTiles.org (MapTiler and OpenStreetMap Contributors, 2018).

5

Portability demonstration

One of the advantages of the Aeris sensor over other instruments is its light weight and portability, so a demonstration
of the portability of the Aeris sensor was performed by carrying it around as a personal HCHO exposure monitor around
the Harvard campus. Figure 7 shows a map of the locations
visited. Even though the data were collected during a winter
month in Massachusetts when the air is generally cold and
dry (which would necessitate running in CH4 mode), the sensor operated in HDO mode due to an unseasonal local temperature of 22 ◦ C and 63 % relative humidity. The sensor’s
batteries did not have to be recharged during the measurement period.
The five measurement sites (HAPP HDO fit HCHO mixing ratios and ±1σ standard deviation of the mean for each
location in parentheses) were (A) an office space (9.7 ±
0.2 ppbv), (B) an urban park (0.2 ± 0.2 ppbv), (C) a cafeteria during lunchtime (7.1 ± 0.2 ppbv), (D) the ant collection room in the Harvard Natural History Museum (17.8 ±
0.3 ppbv), and (E) laboratory space in the Mallinckrodt
Chemistry Lab (4.8 ± 0.2 ppbv). All locations were indoors
except for B. This sampling demonstrates the portability of
the sensor in both indoor and outdoor locations and its potential use in indoor air chemistry studies. Even though the
LIF instruments have much higher precision than the Aeris
sensor, this simple experiment around the Harvard campus
would have been cumbersome and logistically impractical
given the size and power requirements of the LIF instruments and other spectroscopic and spectrometric methods
mentioned previously. Moreover, all the mixing ratios were
www.atmos-meas-tech.net/12/6079/2019/

Conclusions

While the Aeris sensor is not a replacement for researchgrade instrumentation for measuring HCHO in some applications, its ease of use, portability, and cost make the sensor
a prime candidate for use in a variety of routine monitoring
applications. The 3σ limit of detection at a 15 min integration time is 690 and 570 pptv HCHO for ART and HAPP
fits, respectively, which improves to 420 and 300 pptv HCHO
at a 60 min integration time. With sub-parts-per-billion-byvolume precision at these times, the sensor can easily distinguish between ambient levels of HCHO normally found in
outdoor and indoor locations. Moreover, the ambient outdoor
air intercomparison with Harvard FILIF in Fig. 6 shows that
the Aeris sensor hourly HCHO is generally within ±0.5 ppbv
of the HCHO mixing ratio reported by LIF instrumentation.
This intercomparison demonstrates that the sensor is a viable
alternative for ambient air monitoring networks or perhaps
indoor air chemistry studies.
As discussed in the text, the sensor can operate in both
HDO and CH4 modes. While HDO mode is preferable in
most cases, during cold weather operation when the air is
dry, it is recommended to run the Aeris sensor in CH4 mode
by adding a < 1 sccm flow from an ultrapure CH4 gas tank.
While this makes the sensor less portable, it ensures that
data can still be collected in these conditions. The need for a
spare CH4 gas tank would be made obsolete if a small CH4
reference cell were added to the sensor or the etalons were
reduced or better characterized by software to improve the
signal-to-noise ratio on the HDO spectral line.
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